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When the web transitioned from a publishing to an interactive e-commerce medium, standardised web-browsers entered widespread use and developers were able to rely on a relatively stable client component. Since then, server-side developments have blossomed and resulted in considerable ease of programming, efficiency and increasing sophistication of the server-side environment.
    Focusing on various technologies that support the server-side processing of data from web-based forms, principally CGI style programs, scripting and Java solutions, this is a book tailored to the technical and computational components of running a commercial and successful website. To benefit most from this approach, you will have a working knowledge of HTML, some programming experience in Java or C++, and limited experience with databases. Its concentration on server-side to the exclusion of web-page design and client-side concerns will be welcomed by practitioners and students who want hands-on and in-depth guidance on:    

    

	Setting up and running an Apache server     
	Use of Perl for web CGI programming and support administrative tasks     
	PHP Scripting - ideal for prototyping small web services     
	Servlet technologies     
	JSP - separating the issues of business programming and presentation     
	XML - a few of its applications     
	Advanced services with EJBs     
	NET's new world order - a better model for client/server interaction
    The unified presentation allows for evaluation and comparison and cuts down on tedious duplication of content. Use it as a map to navigate the strengths and niches of each of the tools to help judge which best suits your environment and requirements. Realistic examples help to ground this broad coverage of server technologies and will prove invaluable for web masters, systems administrators and students looking for careers requiring web programming skills.     Please visit booksite: www.uow.edu.au/~nabg/WebServer       
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Windows XP for Starters: Exactly What You Need to Get Started (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
Windows XP powers millions of PCs and is without a doubt the most widely used operating system in the world today. This rock solid operating system offers dozens of features for consumers, plus powerful applications and integrated networking tools all blended into an elegant interface. But working your way through all of these...
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Handbook on MetalloproteinsCRC Press, 2001

	This Handbook on Metalloproteins focuses on the available structural information of proteins and their metal ion coordination spheres. It centers on the metal ions indispensable for life but also considers metal ions used as substitution probes in studies of metalloproteins. Emphasizing the structure-function relationship, the book covers the...
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Frommer's Provence & the Riviera (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
	France remains the most popular tourist destination worldwide with nearly 80 million visitors a year.
	The average American visitor spends 9-12 days in France.
	There's no such thing as an "off season" in the South of France anymore; our authors guide the reader to the hard-to-find bargains and best...
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Taboo: 10 Facts You Can't Talk AboutDecker Publishing, 2020

	It has become virtually impossible to honestly discuss race, gender, and class issues in mainstream American society because if you dare repeat certain "tabooo truths," you'll be ostracized as a bigot. Professor Wilfred Reilly (author of Hate Crime Hoax) fearlessly presents 10 of these truths here and investigates...
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Photoshop CS5 Trickery & FXCharles River, 2010

	As a digital artist, you have the advantage of being able to combine all of the creative art forms using your medium--the computer. Photoshop CS5 Trickery & FX shows you how to take your creativity and your art to a new level by blending your traditional artistic skills and vision with the powerful tools of Adobe Photoshop CS5. Photoshop...
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Electronic Monitoring in the Workplace: Controversies and SolutionsIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Due to the use of new technologies, coupled with the fact that there is an increasing amount of work being done online, whether on the Internet, intranets, LANs or other networks, extensive employee monitoring by employers is inexpensive and easy. Employers have legitimate concerns about the efficiency of their employees and the quality of the...
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